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Reflecting on 2012
FRom the ChAiRmAn And Ceo

The United States Studies Centre had a remarkable year in 
2012, a dynamic combination of impact, growth, transition, 
and continuity.

As Americans went to the polls, the Centre’s team was ready 
to provide understanding and insight. From the early primaries 
to election day, the Centre held numerous major events, kept 
the public and experts alike informed through our website and 
social media channels, and provided analysis which appeared 
hundreds of times in Australian, American, and international 
media.

Our Alliance 21 project — directly engaging the contributions 
of 50 Australian and American experts and officials — was 
also in high gear over the entire course of the year, holding 
eight conferences and workshops involving hundreds of 
participants on both sides of the Pacific. This work is fostering 
new networks of collaboration across the key issues of 
Australia–US relations, improving bilateral understanding, 
and putting forward arguably the largest ever body of policy 
recommendations which mutually benefit both countries. 

2012 was also a year of significant growth for the Centre. In 
November, at a ceremony opened by US secretary of state 

Hillary Rodham Clinton, we launched the Perth USAsia Centre. 
A partnership between the US Studies Centre, the American 
Australian Association (AAA), and the University of Western 
Australia (UWA), this is an important step in our continuing 
effort to be a national resource for all things American in 
Australia. Based at UWA with the support of the US Studies 
Centre, the Perth USAsia Centre will become a leading 
institution for teaching, training, research, and commentary 
on the Australia-US-Asia strategic triangle.

Our innovative education programs also grew. At the 
undergraduate level, the Centre taught over 1,000 students 
across six courses, including in Rebecca Sheehan’s new 
course, Sex, Race and Rock in the USA, which debuted with 
176 students. Meanwhile our Master of US Studies program 
attracted quality scholars interested in American politics and 
society. The Centre increased its study abroad and internship 
programs to three, introducing the UCLA Study Abroad and 
LA Placement programs to complement the Washington DC 
Placement Program. Very strong demand from University of 
Sydney students ensured exceptionally high quality students 
in the program, further cementing our reputation for the best 
integrated study abroad and internship programs in Australia. 

2012 Annual Report  2 
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Amidst these achievements, we went through a critically 
important transition with the handover from founding CEO 
Geoffrey Garrett to the new CEO in October. That process, a 
year in the planning, went smoothly thanks to the efforts of all 
involved — board directors, Centre management, and all our 
staff — and especially thanks to chief operating officer Sean 
Gallagher. (More on the Centre’s future on page 33.) 

National correspondent for The Atlantic James Fallows 
stepped down as the Centre’s chair in US media in 2012. Jim’s 
engagement with the Centre — as professor, advisor, writer, 
and DC-based ambassador — has been of enormous benefit 
to us, and we thank him for his many contributions. He will 
remain engaged with us on a number of projects and we look 
forward to continuing our work together.

But underpinning this exciting and successful year was a 
steadfast commitment to the founding goals of the Centre: 
to increase understanding of the US in Australia and become 
the leading institution outside America for the study of the US. 
We enjoyed some outstanding votes of confidence in 2012, 
signalling we are doing very well in meeting those aims. 

One came with the confirmation of a new five-year host 
agreement between the AAA and the University of Sydney. 
We are proud of the strong relationship between the Centre 
and the University and pleased with the many positive 
outcomes these ties provide. We look forward to our next five 

years as we continue to expand and deepen this partnership. 
In another vote of confidence, in 2012 the AAA endowment 
in support of the US Studies Centre received $4 million from 
the Australian Government which will help sustain the Centre’s 
work over the longer term.

We have been fortunate in our first five years to benefit from 
the unstinting and enthusiastic support of so many, from 
Australia and the US, across political, corporate, academic, 
media, and cultural communities, as well as a growing 
interest from university students and the general public. We 
are especially grateful to the Centre’s board of directors who 
remain as engaged and committed to our success as ever. We 
are grateful for this support, and with it we can look forward 
to continued success in the years ahead.

Sincerely,

Malcolm Binks  
Chairman

Bates Gill 
Chief Executive Officer

fRom the chaiRman

As chairman of the board of the US Studies Centre, I could 
not be more pleased with the many positive achievements 
of the past year. We were especially happy to bring 
Bates Gill on board as the new CEO. With his extensive 
international experience, strong global networks, especially 
in America, and institution-building know-how, the board 
and I are confident Bates will lead the Centre to new 
heights in this next phase of our growth.

I would also like to express appreciation to the Honourable 
John Brumby, former premier of Victoria, and Victoria 
University professor Peter Sheehan, who undertook an 
independent review of the Centre in 2012. Commissioned 
by the AAA in accordance with its agreement with the 
Australian Government, the extensive review offered 
a great deal of valuable advice for which we are 

most grateful. Importantly, the review concluded that 
the US Studies Centre “has established an excellent 
communications program and has a powerful media 
presence, and has become an important source of 
information within Australia on US issues. It has provided 
thought leadership on these issues in a balanced and 
considered way, and has contributed significantly to the 
understanding and advancement within Australia of the 
Australia–US relationship.” 

The review’s positive assessment reinforces our view that 
we have achieved much of what we set out to do and we 
are on the right pathway for continued success. We will 
be building on that success in the years ahead, and look 
forward to working with supporters and friends to make it 
happen.

Malcolm Binks

Reflecting on 2012
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PeRth USasia centRe
A new FRontieR

Launched in November by US secretary of state Hillary Rodham Clinton, the Perth USAsia 
Centre at the University of Western Australia is an exciting new venture that will bring the US 
Studies Centre’s vision to the West. 

Secretary of State Hillary Clinton 2012 Annual Report  4 

In November, US secretary of state Hillary Rodham Clinton 
gave the keynote to launch the US Studies Centre’s exciting 
new venture, the Perth USAsia Centre at the University of 
Western Australia.

A $10 million initiative between the Centre, the American 
Australian Association, and the University of Western 
Australia, with major funding from the Australian and Western 
Australian governments, the Perth USAsia Centre will be 
a leading policy think tank on the relationship between 
Australia, the US and Asia as well as a first-rate teaching and 
research centre.

Clinton launched the Centre at a ceremony with the federal 
minister for tertiary education, skills, science, and research 
Senator Chris Evans, Western Australian premier Colin Barnett, 
chancellor of the University of Western Australia Michael 
Chaney, and US Studies Centre head Bates Gill. 

Gill said having Secretary Clinton launch the Perth USAsia 
Centre demonstrated the high level of importance the 
US administration placed on the future of the region and 
Australia’s role in it. 

“The Perth USAsia Centre is a significant investment in 
intellectual capital which stands to benefit all stakeholders well 
into the 21st century,” said Gill. 

“The US Studies Centre is very pleased to launch this new 
initiative with the University of Western Australia, and we look 
forward to working with Australian and American colleagues 
to deepen understanding of the US in such areas as resource 
policy, energy, the environment, politics, and foreign policy.”

The new Centre aims to be a global research leader in the 
business of energy and sustainability, helping to maximise the 
long-term benefits of the resources boom while exploring an 
alternative energy future. It will also specialise in the study 
of the Australia–US–Asia strategic and economic triangle 
and explore the parallels between Western Australia and the 
American west.

Undergraduate and postgraduate teaching, as well as 
programs to study and intern in the US, will give Western 
Australian students the opportunity to gain an international 
perspective and critical understanding of American politics, 
foreign policy, business, law, media, culture, and society.
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pRomoting exCellenCe

In 2012, the Centre hosted 116 high-level visitors including former Australian prime ministers, 
current government leaders from Australia and the US, prominent public intellectuals, and a 
diverse range of experts, academics, and authors. Their exceptional leadership provided an 
invaluable contribution to our education, research, and outreach programs.

PeoPle

PaUl Keating: 
ReflectionS on the alliance
Former Prime Minister of Australia

In front of a packed auditorium at Sydney’s Customs 
House, former prime minister Paul Keating reflected 
on Australia’s relationship with the United States in 
conversation with distinguished print journalist Paul Kelly. 

The Keating government worked closely with the 
administrations of George H.W. Bush and Bill Clinton, 
helping found the APEC leaders’ meeting and the 
World Trade Organization, contributing to humanitarian 
interventions and peacekeeping in Africa, and 
establishing bilateral links with Australia’s neighbours in 
the Asia-Pacific. 

Since leaving office Keating has been an influential 
commentator on Australia’s alliance with the US in the 
context of an emerging Asia and the rise of China.

This event was part of an ongoing series on the Australia–
US alliance. In 2011, former prime ministers Bob Hawke 
AC and John Howard AC were invited to share their 
views and experiences of the Australia–US relationship to 
mark the 60th anniversary of the ANZUS Treaty.

hillaRY clinton: 
new beginningS oUt weSt
US Secretary of State

Speaking at the launch of the Perth USAsia Centre at 
the University of Western Australia, US secretary of state 
Hillary Rodham Clinton told the audience that America 
was “here to stay” in Asia. “We never actually left Asia; 
we’ve always been here and been a presence here,” she 
said. “We consider ourselves a Pacific power.”

In a dynamic region, she said, Australia and the United 
States must find new ways to work together to build a 
stronger, safer region. 

On China, Clinton said that both countries should look 
for ways to support China’s peaceful rise and mentioned 
the burgeoning Australia–India relationship as a positive 
development in the Asia-Pacific. 

Clinton told the audience that the commercial, cultural, 
and personal relationships that have defined the 
Australia–US alliance of the past 50 years will only 
continue to grow stronger, a trend continued through 
the opening of the Perth USAsia Centre.
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michael fletcheR: 
the Role of the meDia in electionS
Washington Post Correspondent

In the lead-up to the 2012 US presidential election, 
Washington Post correspondent Michael Fletcher shared 
his thoughts on the media coverage of the world’s most 
high profile election. Fletcher, a former White House 
correspondent covering both the Obama and Bush 
presidencies, appeared at the University of Sydney in 
conversation with Centre research associate John Barron, 
who has reported for the past two decades on US 
presidential campaigns for the ABC.

Fletcher spoke to an audience comprising students, 
academics, media, and the public about how ideas 
of objectivity, immediacy, and access have all been 
irrevocably changed in an increasingly frantic news cycle 
and how new social media platforms have presented both 
possibilities and pitfalls for journalists.

During his visit to Australia, Fletcher also presented a 
guest lecture to undergraduate students in the US in the 
World class. He discussed how presidential candidates 
manage their media campaigns, the influence of public 
polling, and Barack Obama’s prospects for re-election.

KURt camPbell:  
foRmUlation of US foReign PolicY
US Assistant Secretary of State for East Asian and 
Pacific Affairs 

In March, assistant secretary of state for East Asia and the 
Pacific Kurt Campbell met with select thought leaders at 
a roundtable lunch at the Centre. 

Campbell discussed the formulation and execution of US 
foreign policy on a number of key issues for Australia and 
the Asia-Pacific region.

Guests included executive director of the Lowy Institute 
for International Policy Michael Wesley, chair of the 
Centre’s Council of Advisors and former chairman of 
Macquarie Infrastructure Group Mark Johnson AO, 
editor at large of The Australian Paul Kelly, director of 
the Niehaus Center for Globalization and Governance at 
Princeton’s Woodrow Wilson School Helen Milner, and 
Centre board director Ezekiel Solomon AM.

Campbell was in Australia for high-level talks with foreign 
minister Bob Carr, defence minister Stephen Smith, and 
other senior Australian officials.

PeoPle
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malcolm tURnbUll: 
DiRectionS in US foReign PolicY
Shadow Minister for Communications 
and Broadband

In April, US in the World undergraduates were treated 
to a guest lecture by former leader of the opposition 
Malcolm Turnbull on the intersection of the United 
States, China, and Australia in foreign policy. Describing 
the rise of China as “the largest, most sustained growth 
the world has ever seen,” he said American foreign 
policy was being forced to adapt to the new realities of a 
bipolar world.

Differentiating the modern era from the ideologically 
driven Cold War, Turnbull noted China today was 
grounded in a Kissinger-esque realpolitik more so than 
the US, which has to grapple with the conflict between 
promoting its values abroad and promoting its interests.

The talk was followed by a free-flowing discussion with 
students, which covered questions about China’s human 
rights record, American domestic anxiety about China’s 
rise, and how Australia might best navigate the changing 
dynamics in the Pacific. 

eStheR bRimmeR: 
the fUtURe of mUltilateRaliSm
Assistant Secretary of State for International 
Organization Affairs

In August, students of the US Studies Centre were invited 
to a roundtable lunch with assistant secretary of state 
Esther Brimmer to discuss the future of multilateralism. 
Conversation ranged from how the US might respond to 
the growing influence of China in multilateral forums, the 
threat of Wikileaks to US national security, and the pro-
democracy uprisings in the Middle East and North Africa. 

An expert on transatlantic political and security affairs, 
Brimmer was nominated for the position by President 
Obama in 2009. In this role she leads the Bureau of 
International Organization Affairs, which strives to 
advance American interests through international 
organisations in areas including human rights, 
peacekeeping, food security, humanitarian relief, and 
climate change.

Previously, Brimmer was director of research at the Center 
for Transatlantic Relations at the Paul H. Nitze School 
of Advanced International Studies at Johns Hopkins 
University.

PeoPle
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8 
FROM OTHER 
COUNTRIES

27% 
INCREASE 
ON 2011

otheR notable viSitoRS

�� Dennis C. Blair, Former US Director of National 
Intelligence. See page 31.

�� Charles F. Bolden Jr, Administrator of NASA. See 
page 10.

�� Joe Bozich, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer 
of Knights Apparel. See page 31.

�� James Cameron, Chief Executive Officer of the 
National Water Commission

�� Tony Chan, President of the Hong Kong University 
of Science and Technology

�� Cornelia Flora, Distinguished Professor of 
Sociology at the University of Arizona

�� Neil C. Hawkins, Vice President of Sustainability 
and Environment, Health, and Safety at Dow

�� Thomas Hicks, Deputy Assistant Secretary of the 
US Navy

�� Arne Kalleberg, Professor of Sociology at the 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

�� Peter Lange, Provost at Duke University

�� Helen Milner, Professor of Politics and 
International Affairs at Princeton University

�� Tom Murphy, Former Mayor of Pittsburgh

�� Mary O’Kane, New South Wales Chief Scientist 
and Engineer

�� Jack Rakove, Professor of History and American 
Studies at Stanford University

�� Richard Rumelt, Chair in Business and Society at 
the UCLA Anderson School of Management

�� Joanna Shelton, Former Deputy Secretary 
General, OECD

�� Kenneth Shepsle, Professor of Government 
Methods and Formal Theory at Harvard University

�� Frederick Steiner, Dean of the School of 
Architecture at the University of Texas, Austin

�� Andrew Stoner, Deputy Premier of New South 
Wales

�� Scott Waugh, Executive Vice-Chancellor and 
Provost at the University of California, Los Angeles 

�� Thomas Wright, Executive Director of the Regional 
Plan Association, New York

Find out more at: ussc.edu.au/2012visitors

2012 
viSitoRS

116 
IN TOTAL

70 
FROM 

AMERICA

38 
FROM 

AUSTRALIA

PeoPle

Cornelia Flora

Tony Chan

Neil C. Hawkins

Arne Kalleberg

Joanna Shelton

Tom Murphy
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eDUcation
leAding AmeRiCAn studies

Education remains at the heart of the Centre’s mission to enrich the understanding of the 
United States in Australia. With that goal in mind, we have continued to create cutting-edge 
education programs that capture the minds of our students and inspire better comprehension 
of the US and its role in the world.

With unrivalled access to academic, political, cultural, and 
business leaders from Australia and the US, the Centre’s 
education programs offer a unique opportunity to engage 
with the issues facing the future of both countries. In 2012, 
the Centre had another record year, increasing total student 
and intern numbers by 48 per cent and engaging 1,396 
students in our diverse range of educational programs. 

Our education opportunities, however, don’t end at the 
lecture theatre. From just 19 participants in 2011, the Centre 
will this year give 150 students the opportunity to study, 
intern, and live on campus in two of America’s most iconic and 
important cities, Los Angeles and Washington DC. Using the 
model of our innovative Washington DC placement program, 
the Centre also introduced its Los Angeles placement program 
in January 2013 (see page 14). 

Launched in 2012, the UCLA Study Abroad program is 
offered to students of the Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences 

and the Business School at the University of Sydney. In 2013 
the program will be made available for the first time to 
students at the University of Western Australia as part of the 
establishment of the Perth USAsia Centre, as well as students 
from the Faculty of Science at the University of Sydney. Find 
out more at ussc.edu.au/ucla.

The Centre is constantly adapting, improving, and growing its 
educational offerings to meet our goal of being the leading 
institution for the study of America outside of the US. From 
postgraduate study to high school engagement, we are 
continuing to strive towards that goal in 2013.

Debate the fUtURe of ameRica

Does Barack Obama deserve a second term? With polling day 
only a few weeks away, this was the vexing question that the 
finalists of the Centre’s Debate the Future of America high-
school debating competition tackled head on.

UCLA Study Abroad program students 2012 Annual Report  9 
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eDUcation

In its second year, the competition doubled in size with 16 
teams from around NSW going head-to-head on topical issues 
such as campaign financing laws and whether the US should 
institute compulsory voting.

In a reversal of the previous year’s final, Penrith High School 
emerged triumphant over North Sydney Girls’ High School, 
convincing the judges that Obama had done enough to be 
given a second chance. For their efforts, the team won three 
iPads for their school.

US Studies Centre elections analyst Luke Freedman, who 
judged the final debate, said “it’s great to see that Sydney 
high schools are not only focused on HSC marks but are 
also producing great speakers and future leaders with a real 
understanding of Australian and US politics.”

Find out more at ussc.edu.au/debate.

ameRica: RebelS, heRoeS, anD 
RenegaDeS

Untangling the connections between and importance of 
diverse historical figures such as Franklin Delano Roosevelt and 
Lady Gaga was the challenging task given to 13 high school 
students in our America: Rebels, Heroes, and Renegades 
course in January 2013. 

Offered for the third consecutive year, the course is a journey 
through contemporary history that explores the politicians, 
presidents, policymakers, journalists, commentators, and 
military heroes who have contributed to America’s landscape.

Taught over the summer break, the course is endorsed by the 
HSC Board of Studies and gives talented Year 11 students 

Debate the Future of America

The capacity crowd buzzed with anticipation as NASA 
Administrator and former astronaut Charles F. Bolden 
Jr took to the stage to discuss the future of space 
exploration, and they were not disappointed.

Bolden told the audience of nearly 600 students, 
academics, and distinguished guests at the University of 
Sydney’s Great Hall that the US remained a dominant 
leader in space exploration. He discussed the Mars rover 
Curiosity, which was due to land on the red planet in a 
few months, and the transformation of space exploration 
into an international collaborative effort.

The speech was followed by a question and answer 
session, which included praise for the Australian expertise 
in the upcoming Mars mission and the agency’s plans 
for future human space flight. “For those of you who 
have heard that the United States is shrinking away from 
human space flight, nothing could be farther from the 
truth,” Bolden said. 

Guests included University of Sydney chancellor and NSW 
governor Marie Bashir, US consul general Niels Marquardt, 
and NASA senior officials. The event was broadcast on the 
Australian Public Affairs Channel (A-PAC), as well as on 
ABC TV and Radio. 

heaD of naSa lanDS in SYDneY
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credit towards an undergraduate degree at the University 
of Sydney while gaining university-level skills and a deeper 
understanding of US history and culture.

Find out more at ussc.edu.au/highschool.

UnDeRgRaDUate PRogRam

The Centre’s commitment to providing high-quality teaching 
and the latest scholarship on the big issues facing America and 
Australia has once again produced record student numbers. In 
2012, the Centre’s undergraduate student numbers grew by 
38 per cent with a total of 1,041 students enrolled.

Some of the high profile visitors who shared their thoughts 
with undergraduate students this year included former leader 
of the opposition Malcolm Turnbull (see page 7), US consul 
general Niels Marquardt, former Fulbright scholar Kenneth 
Mayer, Sterling professor in political science at Yale University 
Ian Shapiro, and visiting professor and national correspondent 
for The Atlantic James Fallows. 

The Centre is also pleased to announce that for the first time 
in 2013, it will be administering the American Studies major 
for the University of Sydney. The program incorporates units of 
study from the US Studies Centre as well as the departments 
of English, film studies, history, government and music.

Find out more at ussc.edu.au/undergraduate.

PoStgRaDUate PRogRam

Our postgraduate program continued to strengthen in its 
fifth year. More than 200 students enrolled in our US Studies 
master’s, graduate diploma, graduate certificate or individual 

units of study to help gain a deeper understanding of the US 
and its place in the world.

This year, graduates used the critical perspective and 
exceptional academic and professional networks offered by 
the program to find work on Capitol Hill, in journalism, and 
on the campaign trail. Master of US Studies graduate Justin 
Burke, for example, used his degree to help him change 
careers and find his dream job. After ten years in business, 
the self-confessed “American politics junkie” used his study 
to pursue his passion for writing. He is now a journalist at 
The Australian and says his postgraduate study gave him a 
competitive edge. 

eDUcation

Sex, Race, anD RocK in the USa

Featuring a wealth of perspectives from world class 
academics and international industry movers and 
shakers, the Centre’s new undergraduate course, 
Sex, Race, and Rock in the USA informed, engaged 
and delighted its first intake. Coordinated by lecturer 
Rebecca Sheehan, the course explored how rock music 
from Elvis to Beyoncé has challenged and transformed 
existing norms of race, family, sex, and gender.

The calibre of guest lecturers for the course was 
exceptional, including co-founder of MTV Les Garland. 
Video-calling from Miami, Florida, Garland explained 
to a packed auditorium how MTV became one of the 
most influential cultural forces of the 20th century. 
Built in a unique historical moment of excess, he told 
students of the struggle to convince Mick Jagger to 
promote the new station, the allegations made against 
MTV surrounding racism and Michael Jackson, and the 
importance of the 24-hour music station to Madonna’s 
long and provocative career. 

Other guest lecturers included editor of Rolling 
Stone Australia Rod Yates and associate professor 
Ian Maxwell, author of Phat Beats, Dope Rhymes: 
Hip Hop Down Under Comin’ Upper. Songwriter and 
frontwoman of ARIA Award–winning act The Jezabels 
Hayley Mary also spoke to the class, sharing stories 
about how her studies at the University of Sydney in 
gender and culture studies had given her a greater 
appreciation of the complex relationship between 
gender and the music industry. 

Shadow minister for communications Malcolm Turnbull
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Recognising the ever-changing needs of our students, the 
program also expanded this year to include a new unit, 
US Media: Politics, Culture, Technology. Taught by ABC 
journalist John Barron and national correspondent for The 
Atlantic James Fallows, the Winter School unit looked at the 
shifting nature of media coverage of presidential campaigns 
in America and the ways in which the internet has changed 
journalism forever. 

2013 will see more units emerging, including The Anti-
American Tradition, an intensive course taught by Adam 
Lockyer looking at the long history of anti-American thought, 
and American Exceptionalism, run by world-renowned US 
history professor Ian Tyrrell.

Find out more at ussc.edu.au/postgraduate.

PoStgRaDUate infoRmation SeSSion: 
ameRica at a cRoSSRoaD

Just two weeks out from the US elections, the Centre hosted a 
postgraduate information evening and elections event to give 
prospective students and members of the public an insight 
into what to expect from the program. 

Lecturer in US history Rebecca Sheehan joined a panel of 
experts including business and economics correspondent 
at The Global Mail Mike Seccombe and BBC journalist and 
former Washington correspondent Nick Bryant to explore the 
issues facing the next American president. 

Before the panel began, Sheehan and a range of other Centre 
academics were on hand for one-on-one conversations 

with students about the Master of US Studies and other 
postgraduate opportunities.

The panel itself covered issues such as how a re-elected Barack 
Obama would handle an obstructionist Congress and how the 
US can deal with the rise of China, giving students a taste of 
the informed, contemporary analysis that is a hallmark of the 
Centre’s postgraduate program. 

Moderated by ABC journalist and postgraduate lecturer 
John Barron, the event concluded with a lively question and 
answer session that provoked discussion long after the official 
proceedings had wrapped up.

eDUcation

gRaDUate hitS camPaign tRail

Working on the campaign trail is not for everyone. 
Long nights, early mornings, managing thousands of 
volunteers, and putting in endless effort to get your 
candidate over the line are the hallmarks of the job. 
But Master of US Studies graduate Patrick Batchelor 
wouldn’t have it any other way.

Patrick was a key weapon in US President Barack 
Obama’s bid for re-election, heading up volunteer 
efforts in Texas, the second most populous state in the 
US. Describing the whole experience as feeling like an 
episode of The West Wing, he said the experience of 
contributing to the re-election of a candidate he was 
passionate about was indescribable. 

Ultimately, he said, his postgraduate study equipped 
him with the knowledge and skills to navigate 
the complex US political environment and would 
recommend the course to anyone looking to propel 
their career on to the international stage. Nick Bryant, Rebecca Sheehan and Mike Seccombe
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Ucla StUDY abRoaD PRogRam

For the first time in 2012, the Centre offered students an 
unprecedented opportunity to study at the University of 
California, Los Angeles (UCLA). 

Forty-two students were selected for the six-week trip during 
the Australian winter break, which combined intensive study 
with day trips to some of California’s most iconic destinations 
and the unique experience of US college life. Credit points 
earned at UCLA also contributed to students’ University of 
Sydney degrees, allowing them to further their study while 
gaining invaluable international experience at one of America’s 
top-tier universities. 

As part of the program, students travelled to Disneyland, 
attended a reception held by Australian consul general Karen 
Lanyon at her LA residence, and witnessed the full spectacle of 
American patriotism first hand at an LA Dodgers home game 
on Independence Day. 

Students described the experience as life changing. “The 
UCLA program was the best experience of my life and it 
introduced me to a new world of opportunities,” said Bachelor 
of Arts student Cassidy Loane.

waShington Dc Placement PRogRam

For the third consecutive year, 20 University of Sydney 
Business School students embarked on a nine-week placement 
program in the US capital, Washington DC. The program is 
a partnership with the University of California Washington 
Center (UCDC).

With the generous support of donors such as the Turnbull 
Foundation, David Anstice, and Castle Harlan, Inc., the US 
Studies Centre provided a number of scholarships to assist 
students with the cost of the program.

Using the Centre’s extensive contacts in Washington DC, the 
students secured a range of professional placements with 

eDUcation

Washington DC Placement Program students

“This program allowed me to 
fulfil my dream of studying 
in the US while developing 

lifelong connections in 
America that will aid my future 
plans of working and living in 
the US. It truly will be the best 

thing you do at university.”Cassidy Loane
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some of the most influential organisations and individuals in 
the world. These included the American Enterprise Institute, 
the Asia Foundation, the East-West Center, Sidley Austin LLP, 
the International Economic Development Council, and with a 
number of senators and house representatives on Capitol Hill. 
New placements this year included positions at the Institute of 
International Finance and GlobalGiving.

Interning by day, the group studied by night for credit towards 
their University of Sydney degrees while living on the UCDC 
campus. The group was also treated to roundtable lunches 
with leading diplomats, including Australian ambassador to 

the US Kim Beazley and US assistant secretary of state for East 
Asian and Pacific affairs Kurt Campbell. They also had the 
unforgettable experience of seeing Barack Obama sworn in 
for his second term. Students used any spare time they had 
to soak up the sights and sounds of DC including concerts, 
musicals, and playing and watching American sports. 

David Xu, studying a combined Commerce and Law degree 
said “beneath the snow covered icy streets and avenues lies 
a vibrant city pulsating with unlimited happenings and an 
overwhelming sense of culture and patriotism. I’ve become 
an intern by day, a student by night, and a tourist come the 
weekends. I spend my week working with global leaders of 
finance, and, as a tourist, DC has offered so much.”

Find out more at ussc.edu.au/washington.

US conSUlate inteRnShiP

For the second consecutive year, the Centre partnered with 
the US consulate general in Sydney to offer talented students 
a nine-week internship program at the consulate during the 
summer break. 

Alexander Tapp and Jordan Zele gained real-world diplomatic 
experience interacting with government officials and foreign 
delegations in a wide range of settings, all this while earning 
credit towards their undergraduate degrees.

210 
POSTGRADS

1396 
TOTAL STUDENTS 

 & INTERNS

48% 
TOTAL INCREASE 

ON 2011

eDUcation

2012 
eDUcation

61 
HIGH SCHOOL 

STUDENTS

new in 2013: 
la Placement PRogRam

Getting access to some of the world’s leading 
organisations in one of the world’s most vibrant and 
influential cities is an experience most Australian 
students can only dream about. But in partnership 
with the University of Sydney Business School, this was 
an opportunity offered by the Centre to 20 aspiring 
business leaders for the first time in January 2013. 

While undertaking study at the University of California 
Los Angeles, students also completed professional 
placements at high-profile companies in a range 
of industries including finance, entertainment, law, 
marketing and media as well as government and think 
tank roles. These included Sony DADC, Guggenheim 
Partners, the City of Santa Monica, Tourism Australia, 
Qantas, and the Pacific Council on International Policy. 

1041 
UNDERGRADS
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dRiVing the deBAte

Bringing together the best minds across a diverse range of dynamic fields has been a hallmark 
of the Centre’s think tank activities. With the best and brightest in the room, smarter 
solutions are being forged to key issues that affect Australia, the US, and the world. 

In 2012, the Centre’s think tank activities have continued to 
grow, strengthening our position as one of the leading players 
in Australia. Generating practical, real-world policy advice 
and producing cutting-edge ideas for debate, the Centre’s 
initiatives have attracted significant interest from state and 
federal governments as well as the corporate sector.

AlliAnCe 21
In partnership with the Australian 
Government and corporate partners, 
Alliance 21 has continued to yield 
innovative policy directions from world-
leading experts.

In its second year, the ambitious initiative saw more than 
50 Australian and American scholars and strategists taking 
part in eight events held in five cities across two countries. 
The specialists from government, business, and academia 
examined existing and potential future policy collaboration 
between Australia and the US across the project’s six themes: 
Defence and Security, Education and Innovation, Emerging 
Asia, Energy Security, Natural Resources and the Environment, 
and Trade and Investment. 

Under the guidance of Alliance 21 co-directors the Honourable 
Robert Hill AC and Professor Geoffrey Garrett, each of the 
six theme leaders worked with up to ten authors to prepare 
a broad range of papers examining present and future 
challenges and opportunities for both Australia and the US 
in their fields of expertise. The papers assess what role the 
alliance can play to overcome the challenges and exploit the 
opportunities of the 21st century.

Events ranged from author-only workshops to public 
conferences and addresses, providing excellent opportunities 
to share ideas and debate policy proposals. Alliance 21 
examined, among other issues, the present and future 
interoperability of the Australian and US militaries, the role 
MOOCs (online education) might play in shaping Australian 
and US universities of the future, and the likely impact of the 
boom in US coal seam gas on Australia’s own fuel markets. 
Among the standout Alliance 21 events for 2012 was a public 
address at the University of Sydney by the former US director 
of national intelligence Admiral Dennis C. Blair. A packed 
audience listened to Alliance 21 co-director and former 
Australian minister for defence Robert Hill talk with Admiral 
Blair about the prospects for peace and prosperity in the Asia-
Pacific at a time of shifting US-China relations (see page 31).

Australia–US dialogue on energy security

ALLIANCE 21
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The issues discussed as part of Alliance 21 and the calibre of 
those taking part drew attention from both mainstream and 
specialist media, including the Australian Financial Review, 
The Australian, and ABC’s Radio National, News Breakfast, 
Australia Network and NewsRadio. The year also saw the 
launch of the Alliance 21 website alliance21.org.au and 
Twitter account @Alliance__21.

eneRgY SecURitY

The Energy Security theme is looking at the impact of 
unconventional fuel sources and climate change concerns 
on energy security for Australia, the US, and the alliance. To 
that end, theme leader Professor Howard Bamsey convened 
a panel of Australian and US energy security analysts and 
operators for a day-long public conference held alongside the 
Energy Efficiency Council’s annual meeting in December. 

With panellists representing the Australian Government’s 
Department of Resources, Energy and Tourism, the CSIRO, the 
US Chamber of Commerce, and the Californian Public Utilities 
Commission, among others, it explored the role of policy 
and regulation in encouraging low carbon technologies and 
energy efficiency, the growing role of gas in energy security 
for Australia and the US, and networks and markets. A second 
conference will be held in Washington DC in May 2013.

Defence anD SecURitY

Two workshops were held as part of the Alliance 21 Defence 
and Security theme under the leadership of Professor Russell 
Trood. The first brought together the ten authors in Canberra 
in October. They looked at burden sharing, interoperability, 
defence budget shifts, the strategic context, non-traditional 
security threats, and cooperation for humanitarian assistance. 

The second workshop, in February 2013, saw the same group 
joined by the Australian shadow minister for defence Senator 
David Johnston in Washington DC and included workshop 
discussions with DC-based officials and experts hosted by 
Australian ambassador to the US, His Excellency Kim Beazley 
AC. The group reconsidered the earlier themes against the 
background of new developments, including proposed 
funding cuts to the US Department of Defense as part of 
budget sequestration.

eDUcation anD innovation

In October, chief executive of the Grattan Institute and 
Alliance 21 Education and Innovation theme leader John 
Daley led a roundtable discussion with the theme’s ten 
authors at the Australian embassy in Washington DC. They 
looked at issues including the prospects for collaboration 
between innovators and educators in Australia and the United 
States, the need for links between industry and universities 
to promote research and innovation, and the impact of the 
online education revolution.

tRaDe anD inveStment

The Alliance 21 Trade and Investment theme seeks to 
provide broad analysis of the status of the Australia–US trade 
relationship, the opportunities and challenges in the regional 
context, and future implications for the alliance. During 2012, 
theme leader Andrew Stoler, the former deputy director-
general of the World Trade Organization, convened both a 
workshop and a public conference to examine the many issues 
associated with the topic. The workshop at the East-West 
Center in Honolulu brought the ten authors together for the 
first time to discuss the project as a group. Later in the year in 
Sydney the public conference, The Dynamics of 21st Century 

Energy security expert Karen Harbert

International trade expert Claude Barfield
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Trade and Investment in the Asia-Pacific: An Australia-US 
Perspective, attracted particular interest given the ongoing 
Trans-Pacific Partnership.

natURal ReSoURceS anD the 
enviRonment

Alliance 21 co-director Adjunct Professor Robert Hill, leads 
the Natural Resources and the Environment theme which 
focuses on the nexus between industry and the environment. 
In September, leaders from industry, government, and 
academia met in Sydney to discuss economic restructuring 
in both Australia and the United States, which would 
provide for growth in advanced manufacturing that is both 
environmentally sustainable and focused on the challenges 
and opportunities for both countries. A second workshop, 
to be held in California in 2013, will look at how industry 
and business might value natural capital and account for 
ecosystem services in business models.

emeRging aSia

Under the direction of Professor Andrew MacIntyre, meetings 
were held in Washington DC and at the Australian National 
University in Canberra to examine the Australia–US alliance 
in the context of emerging Asia. Analysis by the theme’s ten 
authors centred on four broad areas: the regional context of 
the Australia–US alliance, the influence of global economic 
movements on Asia and the alliance, the Australia–US policy 
approaches towards China, and what emerging Asia means 
for soft power.

Papers from each Alliance 21 theme are now available at 
alliance21.org.au.
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The Dynamics of 21st Century Trade and Investment

alliance 21 SteeRing committee

Allan McKinnon (Chair), Department of the Prime 
Minister and Cabinet

Professor Geoffrey Garrett, University of New 
South Wales

Professor Bates Gill, United States Studies Centre

Melissa Grah-McIntosh, United States Studies Centre

Tom Harley, Dow Chemical Company

The Honourable Robert Hill AC, United States 
Studies Centre

Brendan Sergeant, Department of Defence

David Wawn, Chevron

alliance 21 theme leaDeRS

Defence and Security led by Professor Russell Trood

Education and Innovation led by Professor John 
Daley

Emerging Asia led by Professor Andrew MacIntyre

Energy Security led by Professor Howard Bamsey

Natural Resources and the Environment led by the 
Honourable Robert Hill AC 

Trade and Investment led by Andrew Stoler

alliance 21 PaRtneRS
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nsw goVeRnment
As part of its four-year 
agreement with the New 
South Wales Government, the 
Centre established a number 
of initiatives tackling some of 
the most important challenges facing Australia and the US.

eDUcation evolUtion

The internationalisation of higher education has been one 
of Australia’s best export success stories in the past decade. 
However, that success has recently been challenged by 
innovations at American universities and elsewhere. To 
address the challenge, the Centre has partnered with 
the NSW Government in an examination of the future of 
international higher education and the implications for NSW 
and Australia. In 2012 this research program saw a series of 
policy recommendations developed as part of a major report, 
a number of which were adopted by the NSW government. 

The September report, From University Exports to the 
Multinational University: The Internationalisation of Higher 
Education in Australia and the United States was produced 
by Centre chief operating officer and research associate 
Sean Gallagher and founding chief executive officer of the 
Centre, now dean of the Australian School of Business at the 
University of New South Wales, Professor Geoffrey Garrett. 

The work identified three hurdles facing the Australian higher 
education sector: the lateral pressure from global universities 
trying to increase their market share of international students, 
the pressure from above as leading private US institutions 
move to become multinational universities (MNUs), and the 
competition from below posed by the high quality but low 
cost online higher education options such as massive open 
online courses (MOOCs). The first two issues were the focus of 
the 2012 report. 

Recommendations adopted as part of the NSW Government’s 
Industry Action Plan for NSW International Education and 
Research included the provision of government internships, 
more experiential learning in industry, enhancing student 
support, and enhancing international student leadership skills. 

During the report’s development, a panel of domestic and 
international higher education leaders was convened to 
discuss and critique the work. NSW deputy premier and 
minister for trade and investment, the Honourable Andrew 
Stoner, opened the International Innovation in Higher 
Education workshop, which was held at the Centre at the 
beginning of August.

Participants included Professor Tony Chan, president of the 
Hong Kong University of Science and Technology; Professor 
Peter Lange, provost of Duke University; Professor Scott 
Waugh, executive vice-chancellor and provost at the University 
of California, Los Angeles; Professor Steven Schwartz, vice-
chancellor and president of Macquarie University; Professor 
Richard Henry, deputy vice-chancellor (Academic) at the 
University of New South Wales; and Professor Paul Wellings, 
vice-chancellor of the University of Wollongong.

Late in the year Sean Gallagher also met with the US 
Department of Education to discuss the implications for 
American students and education policy.

The NSW Government has commissioned the Centre to 
prepare a second report examining the challenges and 
opportunities of online education for the state’s universities.

ethical bUSineSS exPlaineD

As part of the Centre’s research into businesses that are both 
ethically and economically successful, the chief executive 
officer of American college clothing manufacturer Knight’s 
Apparel, Joe Bozich, visited Sydney to discuss the success of 
his sustainable ethical business model. 

The internationalisation of higher education in Australia and the United States

FROM UNIVERSITY EXPORTS TO THE  
MULTINATIONAL UNIVERSITY:
The internationalisation of higher education in Australia and the United States

2012

Dr Sean Gallagher and Professor Geoffrey Garrett

“Australian universities 
must be on the front foot 
to shape their increasingly 
offshore future in global 
higher education rather 
than have their onshore 

operations shaped by the 
international market.”
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2013 g’DaY USa: maKing connectionS

As in previous years, the US Studies Centre had a strong 
presence at G’Day USA. The tenth anniversary of G’Day 
USA saw a series of workshops and meetings hosted by 
the Centre during the week-long celebrations. This was 
followed by a high level policy retreat at the residence of 
the Australian ambassador to the US, His Excellency Kim 
Beazley AC.

Defence and Security Workshop

Senior defence and foreign policy strategists and analysts 
from Australia and the US met in Washington DC for 
the day-long policy symposium, Australia and the United 
States in the Asia-Pacific Century. Attendees included 
Australian shadow minister for defence Senator David 
Johnston and former US chief of naval operations Admiral 
Gary Roughead. Later, Ambassador Beazley held a 
reception at his residence for senior White House officials, 
Washington DC policymakers, and the delegation from the 
defence and security theme.

Energy–Water Nexus 

New research and analysis is drawing attention to the 
vital nexus between energy consumption and water use. 
To explore this further and compare the Australian and 
US approaches, the Centre supported an Energy–Water 
Nexus Dialogue. Held in San Francisco, the keynote was 
given by the Honourable Mark Dreyfus, cabinet secretary 
and parliamentary secretary for climate change and energy 
efficiency. 

Conference sessions included Australia’s water and 
energy reforms, the significance of the nexus for cities of 
the future, energy–water trade-offs in the US, practical 
solutions for managing the energy–water nexus, and 
energy efficiency.

Energy Dialogue

Also in San Francisco, the Centre staged the Energy 
Dialogue in conjunction with the Precourt Energy Efficiency 
Center at Stanford University. It looked at how changes 
in consumer behaviour, new technologies, and increased 
investment can lead to drastic reductions in greenhouse 
gas emissions. Energy experts from academia, business, 
and government attended to discuss how government 
policy and venture capital could encourage investment in 
green technologies. 

Sessions included Australia–California partnerships 
in energy production, the efficient connection and 
distribution of renewable energy, and boosting 
productivity through Australia’s energy efficiency reforms. 
Presentations were made by the Honourable Mark Dreyfus, 
Ambassador Kim Beazley, Precourt Center director James 
Sweeney, and Nancy Ryan from the Californian Public 
Utilities Commission.

Carbon Pricing

A fourth Australia–US dialogue looked at the policy 
challenges and opportunities presented by carbon pricing 
on both sides of the Pacific. The Sacramento event was 
hosted by the University of California, Davis Policy Institute 
for Energy, Environment, and the Economy in conjunction 
with Australia’s Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade. 

The day brought together Australian and US policymakers, 
business people, and academics to share best practice in 
developing an efficient and cost-effective market-based 
solution to cut greenhouse gas emissions. Participants 
included the Honourable Mark Dreyfus, chair of the 
Californian Air Resources Board Mary Nichols, California 
director of the American Carbon Registry Belinda Morris, 
as well as representatives from the Australian Department 
of Climate Change and Energy Efficiency. 

The East-West Center’s Satu Limaye
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In addition to addressing a capacity audience at a public event 
in the Great Hall of the University of Sydney (see page 31), 
Bozich explained the concepts behind ethical business to a 
group of high-achieving students at a roundtable meeting 
on campus. At a special boardroom breakfast meeting with 
NSW business leaders and government representatives, Bozich 
talked in detail about how the company’s Dominican-produced 
Alta Gracia brand — “changing lives one shirt at a time” — 
has managed to break even despite higher labour costs. 

StaR lab

2012 saw the establishment 
of STAR Lab — Sustainability 
Transparency and Accountability 
Research — an initiative between 
the Centre, Harvard University, 
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and the University 
of Sydney. Directed by the chair of the Centre’s International 
Academic Advisory Committee and Harvard professor Michael 
Hiscox and MIT’s Jens Hainmueller, and led in Australia by the 
University of Sydney Business School’s Bronwyn Darlington and 
Jim Rooney, STAR Lab’s first year was a busy one. The initiative 
conducted research with a number of major Australian 
corporations into private sector programs designed to foster 
sustainable and responsible business practices. 

Some of STAR Lab’s field experiments include testing the 
effectiveness of various messaging on Qantas customers as 
they purchase carbon offsets, and measuring the effect of 
skilled and non-skilled volunteering programs on corporate 
social responsibility and human resources performance metrics 
at Lend Lease. Find out more at starlab.org.au.

dow sustAinABility 
pRogRAm
Led by the Honourable Robert Hill AC, 
the Centre’s three-year Dow Program 
continued to push the debate forward on 
a range of sustainability issues. 

gRoUnDwateR

In partnership with the Stanford Woods Institute for the 
Environment and the Bill Lane Center for the American West 
at Stanford University, the Centre’s groundwater program 

brought together leading policymakers and academics for 
the Australia–US groundwater workshop held in Sydney 
in June. The workshop focused on practical approaches to 
ensure that groundwater management is efficient and flexible 
for water users. Topics included bridging the gap between 
groundwater science, law and policy, dealing with uncertainty 
in groundwater data, facilitating the trade of groundwater 
rights, and “banking” water underground for later use. 

In 2012, program leader Rebecca Nelson also delivered 
seminars on how law can better protect ecosystems from 
the effects of over-pumping groundwater. Nelson spoke 
at the International River Symposium, Australian National 
Centre for Groundwater Research and Training, and the 
US National Ground Water Association Summit where she 
earned the Farvolden Award from the Association for the 
paper, Groundwater and Ecosystems: A Survey of Regulatory 
Mechanisms for Making the Connection. 

Soil caRbon initiative

The Soil Carbon Initiative engages policymakers, scholars, and 
business leaders on the enormous global challenge of arresting 
global soil degradation on agricultural and pastoral land, 
and reversing many decades of negative trends. The ultimate 
objective is to secure soil in order to preserve biodiversity, 
improve food security and fresh water retention, and help 
address anthropogenic climate change. 

In 2012 the project went global, conducting a workshop 
at the United Nations headquarters in New York as part of 
the preliminary meetings for the sustainable development 
conference Rio+20, and giving a presentation at the inaugural 
Global Soil Week in Berlin. Meanwhile, on the Australian 
front, the project contributed to the Australian Government 
Ministerial Group on Water, Soil and Food and initiated a bid 

Soil security research symposium
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for an Australian Cooperative Research Centre on Soil Security. 
Centre research associate Andrea Koch has been appointed by 
the University of Sydney to manage the bid, complementing 
her leadership of the Soil Carbon Initiative. 

URban DeveloPment

Since 2009, the Centre’s Dow Sustainability Program, with the 
support of NSW Trade and Investment, has focused Australian 
and US resources on the intersection between urban planning 
and the environment. In July 2012 the Centre joined the 
Faculty of Architecture, Design and Planning at the University 
of Sydney to host the International Urban Planning and 
Environment Association’s 10th Symposium (UPE10).

The collaboration supported the development of sustainable 
cities in Australia through policy and research. Academic 
papers from international and domestic researchers were 
presented at the symposium, together with public policy 
dialogue between Australian, American, and international 
practitioners. International speakers included former mayor of 
Pittsburgh Tom Murphy, Tom Wright of New York’s Regional 
Plan Association, and Armando Carbonell of the Lincoln Land 
Institute. 

climate eneRgY anD wateR nexUS

The Australia–United States Climate Energy and Water Nexus 
(AUSCEW) is a joint project between the Centre and the 
Australian National University’s Water Initiative. In 2012, the 
project continued pursuing collaborations between institutions 
in Australia and the US dedicated to sustaining water 
resources and ecosystems and supplying adequate energy 
without damaging the climate. 

Led by Jamie Pittock, the UNESCO chair in water economics 
and transboundary water governance at the Australian 
National University’s Crawford School of Economics and 
Government, AUSCEW’s efforts ranged from overseeing 
the Canberra Unconventional Gas Production and Water 
Resources workshop to influencing a National Water 
Commission assessment and working with the Monash 
University Sustainability Institute to improve methods of 
assessing the marginal cost of carbon abatement.
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SUStainable aviation fUelS 
initiative taKeS off

The Advanced Biofuels Program was initiated in 2010 
as one of the first Centre sustainability projects funded 
by Dow. The program has focused on market sectors 
driving demand for greener alternatives to diesel and 
jet fuel, and on the policies that allow the requisite 
new technologies, supply chains, and business models 
to be commercially viable. 

In July, the program’s 
work was recognised 
with the formation 
of the Australian 
Initiative for Sustainable 
Aviation Fuels (AISAF), 
a Centre-hosted public-private coalition funded by 
the Australian Government and the aviation industry 
and chaired by adjunct professor Susan Pond. AISAF is 
advancing the development of a commercially viable 
sustainable aviation fuels industry in Australia and is 
collaborating with the US as part of a 2011 agreement 
signed by the Australian and American governments.

Susan Pond prepares for Qantas’s first biofuel flight

City revitalisation public forum

AUSTRALIAN INITIATIVE
FOR SUSTAINABLE

AVIATION FUELS
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ReSeaRch
inteRnAtionAl sCholARship

From the biology of political attitudes, to reflections on anti-Americanism, and the mechanics 
of disaster management, the Centre’s research community continued to probe American 
trends, changes and challenges.

American politics, culture, and business were among the 
realms examined in depth as part of the Centre’s research 
program during 2012. With distribution through publication 
and conferences, this work is already providing a growing 
resource for other academics, policymakers, and passionate US 
observers around the world.

puBliCAtions
Centre-supported researchers produced a swathe of books, 
chapters, journal articles, conference papers, and reports. 
Some of these are featured below.

the geneticS of PoliticS

In the run-up to the presidential election, Centre research 
associate and former postdoctoral fellow Peter Hatemi looked 
at the prospect that political leanings can be inherited. 
Hatemi’s article, Heritability in Political Interest and Efficacy 
Across Cultures: Denmark and the United States, was an 
extension of previous research in the field and was published 
in the February issue of Twin Research and Human Genetics.

Working with colleagues in the United States and Europe and 
examining two sample sets of twins — one in the US and one 

in Denmark — Hatemi was able to show that there is a high 
degree of heritability in political interest and that interest in 
politics and political efficacy share the same latent genetic 
factor.

china taKeS off

Chair in US media James Fallows is a keen pilot and has 
had a long fascination with China. The research behind his 
book China Airborne combined the two, examining China’s 
enthusiasm for air travel and the aviation industry, and how 
this enthusiasm may revolutionise China in ways analogous to 
the building of America’s railroads in the 19th century. 

“These findings add to the 
growing body of literature 
that documents political 
behaviours and attitudes 
as not simply the result of 

socialisation, but also as part 
of an individual’s genetically 

informed disposition.” Peter Hatemi
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The scale of the development is massive, writes Fallows, with 
more than two thirds of new airports under construction being 
built in China.

Fallows’s research was done with the support of the US 
Studies Centre and released in May to rave reviews.

faith in foReign PolicY

American foreign policy has long been considered one political 
arena immune from the influence of the religious dogmatism 
in the country. But in a 2012 review essay published in the 
Australian Journal of Political Science, Centre lecturer in 
American politics and foreign policy David Smith, wrote 
that this belief has undergone recent reassessment. Political 
scientists have identified a “religious core” in the international 
system and have begun looking at how religion affects the 
way the US interacts with the rest of the world.

Smith critiqued three recent books on the subject and in 
doing so looked at the Christian overtones in the foreign 
policy of presidents Jimmy Carter, Richard Nixon, John F. 
Kennedy, George W. Bush, and others. He concluded the new 
scholarship showed that, despite the pervasiveness of religion 
in every part of American public life, religious considerations 
rarely overrode strategic matters of war and peace.

ConFeRenCes

whY leaDeRS can’t leaD

Top Australian and American political science scholars met at 
the US Studies Centre in June to examine the range of issues 
hindering much leadership in the developed world today. 
Institutional gridlock and income inequality were among the 
subjects discussed over two days with presentations by the 
Centre’s chair in US politics Margaret Levi, visiting professor 
and polling expert Simon Jackman, and postdoctoral fellow 
Shawn Treier, among others.

International participants included professor of government 
and founding member of the Institute for Quantitative Social 
Science at Harvard University Kenneth Shepsle, director of 
the multidisciplinary program in inequality and social policy 
at Harvard University’s Kennedy School of Government 
Bruce Western, Sunshine Hillygus from Duke University, and 
professor of American politics and chair of Chicano/a studies 
in the Center for Comparative Studies in Race and Ethnicity at 
Stanford University Gary Segura.

Segura explained to the group how race and religion disrupt 
partisanship and voter choice, particularly in the US.

get SSmaRt

The Centre continued its role in promoting the latest in global 
social science research methods during 2012 with its third 
series of Social Science Methods, Analysis, and Research 
Training (SSMART) seminars. The series aims to inform 
Australian-based social science researchers about cutting-edge 
developments in research methods, from game theory to 
textual analysis.

ReSeaRch

Gary Segura

“The consequences of more 
than a decade’s worth 

of overinvestment are as 
important in shaping China’s 

choices … as the consequences 
of long-term underinvestment 

are for the United States.” 

“Religious actors are almost 
powerless to oppose a president 
over war or weapons, but when 
they agree with a president on 
these issues we can expect to 
see them framed in religious 

language as the president looks 
to shore up domestic support.” 

James Fallows

David Smith
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In today’s globally competitive academic environment, the 
knowledge and use of these and other techniques not only 
strengthens scholars’ research but can also help make scholars 
more compelling in applications for postdoctoral fellowships 
and book contracts.

Nearly 50 PhD students and early career researchers took 
the opportunity to attend at least one of the three five-day 
sessions offered in 2012. These covered multiple methods, 
quantitative approaches, and cultural studies. 

Anthropology professor Faye Ginsburg from New York 
University, media and cultural studies professor Toby Miller 
from the University of California, Riverside, and the Centre’s 
director of research and research training Margaret Levi were 
among those who shared their expertise in how to put the 
theory into practice.

ReSeaRch

8 
BOOKS

53 
JOURNAL ARTICLES 

& CHAPTERS

10 
ESSAYS 

& REPORTS

2012 
PUblicationS

Simon Jackman
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election watch

Comprising events, competitions, and a dedicated website, 
Election Watch 2012 was designed as a resource for anyone 
interested in the US presidential election — from casual 
observers to armchair experts.

online

The centrepiece of the Election Watch campaign was 
uselectionwatch12.com, a new website packed with news, 
background detail, and expert commentary on all aspects of 
the US presidential campaign. 

From its launch in January, it was viewed over 100,000 
times with more than 36,000 visitors from around the 
world checking the site. Managed by elections analyst Luke 
Freedman, the site had a dedicated blog that featured regular 
entries on every aspect of the campaign, an active comments 
section, and an Ask Uncle Sam feature which gave visitors 
a chance to get their burning questions about US politics 
answered. It also listed the Centre’s events and was visited 
over 15,000 times on election day alone.

The Election Watch campaign also contributed to a substantial 
increase in subscribers to the Centre’s weekly e-newsletter, 
which now reaches over 6,000 people.

RACe FoR the white house

Building on the success of our 2008 campaign, the Centre launched an all-encompassing 
program of events, communications, and competitions to bring our considerable expertise to 
bear on the complexities, spectacle, and significance of the 2012 US presidential election.
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election watch

eventS

The Election Watch campaign featured a number of events 
to help put the elections in context for students and the 
general public. Kicking off with our massive Super Tuesday 
results screening and trivia night at the University of Sydney’s 
Manning Bar, the Centre also hosted live coverage of key 
Democratic and Republican convention speeches and the 
presidential and vice-presidential debates. 

These events drew big numbers to the Centre, with experts on 
hand to analyse the key moments and answer questions from 
the audience. With the halls decked in red, white, and blue 
and American-style food served, the events provided a fun, 
free way to watch and learn more about the key moments of 
the elections.

Other notable Election Watch events included the panel 
discussion America at a Crossroad which featured Centre 
lecturer Rebecca Sheehan and gave broader perspective to the 
fast-moving events of the elections (see page 12), the Debate 
the Future of America competition for high school students 
(see page 9) and a public address by national economics 
correspondent for The Washington Post Michael Fletcher on 
the role of the media in US elections (see page 6).

The Election Watch campaign culminated in our Election Day 
Spectacular. A capacity crowd crammed into Manning Bar 

for a full day of live election results, expert commentary, prize 
giveaways, and American food. With CNN on the big screen 
as the results rolled in, the nervous atmosphere gave way to 
jubilation from a mostly “blue” crowd as Barack Obama was 
re-elected for a second term. A photo booth with candidate 
cutouts and live Uncle Sam actors meant attendees had a 
memento to take home after the event, which was the most 
popular Centre event of the year with over 700 attendees. 

In total, the Centre hosted 12 Election Watch events 
throughout the year, attracting over 2,200 people, with 
extremely positive feedback from all involved. 

comPetitionS

The Election Watch campaign also featured a number of 
competitions to help drive engagement with the Centre and 
the US elections process in general. 

For those more serious about US politics, an essay competition 
offered Australian undergraduate students the chance to 
be published in the Centre’s quarterly publication American 
Review. Asked to answer the question “What foreign policy 
issue should the winner of the 2012 US presidential election 
focus on during this term and why?” University of Sydney 
student Felix Donovan submitted the winning essay, earning a 
spot in the November edition and taking home an iPad. 
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election watch

Election Watch also offered two lucky people and their friends 
a trip to the presidential inauguration in Washington DC, with 
flights, accommodation and spending money. In the Create 
Your Own Campaign Ad competition, entrants were asked 
to make a video for a candidate of their choosing, real or 
fictional. Winners Elgar Welch and Daniel Best’s ad Mitt’s List 
narrowly won the day in a high-quality field. 

Our Pick the President competition saw over 1,500 entrants 
head to our Facebook page to predict the winner of the US 
election, the final electoral college count, and total popular 
vote for the winning candidate. University of Sydney student 
David Bloomfield was closest, getting within 314,000 votes.

meDia 

The Election Watch campaign contributed significantly to 
make 2012 the Centre’s most successful year in media. 
Following a media briefing ahead of the Democratic and 
Republican conventions in August, the Centre appeared over 
1,000 times in the media until the end of November. In the 
week of the elections alone, the Centre had over 100 unique 
media appearances, including 19 opinion pieces and coverage 
across all major TV networks, on radio, and in print. 

Social media was also a key part of the Election Watch 
campaign with the Centre tripling its Facebook fans to 3,100 
and topping more than 1,400 Twitter followers.

the PaRtY of Reagan

On the eve of the US presidential election, ABC News 
24 aired The Party of Reagan, a Centre supported 
documentary by research associate and ABC 
broadcaster John Barron. Featuring interviews from 
Ron Reagan Jr, Pat Buchanan, and anti-tax campaigner 
Grover Norquist, the documentary posed the question, 
“Would Ronald Reagan recognise the Republican Party 
of 2012?”

With the Tea Party, anti-tax rhetoric, and social 
conservatism still dominating Mitt Romney’s election 
campaign, the documentary provided a timely look 
back at the recent history of the GOP and how it got 
to where it is today.
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meDia

In 2012 the Centre’s substantial media achievements saw 
continued growth in the quantity and quality of coverage both 
in Australia and internationally. 

The Centre was regarded as the go-to source for Australian 
journalists seeking analysis and commentary on all aspects 
of the US elections from the Republican primaries, to the 
conventions, debates, and polling day itself. Centre experts 
were also sought after for commentary on major US news 
stories such as the Supreme Court’s ruling on the Affordable 
Care Act (“Obamacare”) and the Aurora shootings, while the 
release of the Australian Government’s Asian White Paper, the 
November AUSMIN talks in Perth, and Alliance 21 events also 
provided avenues to showcase the Centre’s diverse expertise. 

PRint anD online

Publication of opinion pieces grew significantly in 2012, 
demonstrating the Centre’s capacity for thought leadership 
and analysis across a broad range of subject matter.

In Australia, this included a feature in The Weekend Australian 
by outgoing CEO Geoffrey Garrett on US–China relations, a 
fortnightly column by research associate Tom Switzer in The 
Age in the lead up to the US elections, and chief operating 
officer Sean Gallagher’s pieces for The Australian on the 
evolving higher education sector. 

Internationally, incoming CEO Bates Gill wrote on nuclear 
proliferation and Australia’s reaction to the US pivot to Asia in 
Foreign Policy online, while research associate Nicole Hemmer 
had several opinion pieces on the role of conservative media 
in the US elections in The New York Times‘ highly influential 
Campaign Stops blog and honorary professor in urban policy 
Edward Blakely wrote for The Washington Post online about 
the dangers of gated communities following the shooting of 
African American teenager Trayvon Martin.

Notable articles included a page two story in The Sydney 
Morning Herald plus video with former Pittsburgh mayor Tom 
Murphy, a keynote speaker at the UPE10 symposium (see page 
21) and a profile of Bates Gill by the Herald’s senior writer.

The Centre was also mentioned in The New York Observer, 
The Wall Street Journal, The Huffington Post, The New 
Zealand Herald, Nikkei, Associated Press, The Global Mail, 
BuzzFeed, Wired online, Philippine Daily Enquirer, LA Times, 
Global Times, China Economic Review and The Spectator UK.

inteRpReting, AnAlysing, inFoRming

Driven by the Centre’s mission to increase understanding of the United States, our academics, 
research associates, and visitors helped audiences in Australia and around the world make 
sense of the topical issues and big news events in America that dominated headlines this year.

meDia fellowShiP:  
“an incReDible oPPoRtUnitY”

The Centre, in partnership with the World Press 
Institute, awarded its 2012 media fellowship to 
national chief of staff for The Australian David King. 

King filed regularly for his paper and the US Studies 
Centre website during his two months in America, 
which saw him immersed in US politics, business, 
culture, and media through an extensive travel and 
interview program. He described the experiences as an 
“incredible opportunity.” 
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televiSion

Centre experts and visitors appeared on all major Australian 
news and current affairs programs during the year including 
the ABC’s 7.30, Lateline, The Business, News Breakfast and 
News 24, Sky’s News and News Business, and SBS’s World 
News Australia.

A television highlight was election day, where Centre experts 
appeared on all Australian networks and internationally with 
interviews on CNBC Asia, Bloomberg, and Al Jazeera. 

Other international television included Edward Blakely on PBS 
in New York giving his thoughts on the post–Hurricane Sandy 
recovery efforts, Geoffrey Garrett on Australia Network’s 
Newsline with Jim Middleton, Bates Gill on Al Jazeera, and 
lecturer Adam Lockyer on France 24. 

Many Centre events were recorded for broadcast on the 
Australian Public Affairs Channel (A-PAC). Among them 
presentations by NASA head Charles F. Bolden (see page 10) 
and ethical business leader Joe Bozich (see page 31), as well as 
our Election Watch media briefing and Alliance 21 conference 
on trade and investment (see page 16).

RaDio

Academics and visitors frequented the airwaves, participating 
in many agenda-setting radio programs. These included the 
ABC’s AM, World Today, and PM; Radio National’s Breakfast, 
Drive, Saturday Extra, Sunday Extra, Late Night Live, as well 
as Counterpoint, The Religion and Ethics Report, The Media 
Report; ABC Classic FM’s Midday Interview; NewsRadio; 
ABC Triple J; ABC Local Radio in all capitals and many 
regional areas; SBS Radio; Radio 2GB’s Money Talk; as well as 
commercial radio news bulletins. 

Noteworthy appearances included associate professor Brendon 
O’Connor’s discussion about anti-Americanism on Late Night 
Live with Phillip Adams, chair in US media James Fallows on 
PM dissecting the US election results, lecturer David Smith 
on Radio National’s Religion and Ethics Report analysing the 
role of religion in US society, and lecturer Rebecca Sheehan 
discussing Obama’s support for gay marriage on Triple J. 

Internationally, interviews included Adam Lockyer discussing 
US politics with China Radio International, the BBC World 
Service and Voice of America talking to our soil security 
experts, and interviews on the US elections for Monocle 24.

meDia

1898 
TOTAL MEDIA 

APPEARANCES

15% 
OVERALL INCREASE 

ON 2011

2012 
meDia

12% 
INCREASE IN 

RADIO INTERVIEWS

14% 
INCREASE IN 

PRINT & ONLINE

24% 
INCREASE IN 

TV INTERVIEWS
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ameRican Review

China, Iran, the Asia-Pacific, and the presidential election took 
the spotlight in 2012 at American Review. The US Studies 
Centre’s quarterly journal on international and domestic 
affairs, available exclusively on iPad, dissected the impact the 
showdown between Barack Obama and Mitt Romney would 
have on America and the world, and explored key foreign 
policy issues facing the United States, including Iran’s nuclear 
ambitions and changing relations in the Asia-Pacific.

In the February issue, The Right Candidate, Colin Dueck and 
Lee Marsden examined the various forces influencing the 
Republican Party, with essays on foreign policy hawks and 
the Christian right. The May elections issue featured Diana 
Choyleva predicting a shift in economic relations between the 
US and China, while Martin Jacques warned that anti-China 
sentiment was seeping its way into American stump speeches.

Supplementing the digital edition was the magazine’s website, 
which included daily updates to the Blogbook section, and the 
American Talk feature, a video interview series conducted by 
chair of US media at the Centre and national correspondent 
for The Atlantic James Fallows.

The November issue, The Long Thaw, marked the final 
contribution from founding editor Minh Bui Jones. Jones 
steered the magazine from its inception in 2009 to its current 
success today. Centre research associate and editor of The 
Spectator Australia Tom Switzer takes over in 2013.

Visit the website at: americanreviewmag.com

gloBAl peRspeCtiVes, gloBAl ReACh

In what was a big year for the US, American Review continued to offer leading international 
perspectives on the domestic and foreign policy issues facing America, from China and Iran to 
the presidential election and the Asia-Pacific. 
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thoUght leaDeRShiP
Community links

With close to one hundred events in 2012, more than 8,000 attendees and countless others 
watching online had the opportunity to hear from Centre experts and visitors about the 
cultural, political, commercial, and policy trends that are shaping America today.

combining PRofit anD PURPoSe

A full house showed up to the University of Sydney’s Great 
Hall to hear ethical business leader and chief executive of 
Knights Apparel Joe Bozich speak about his personal journey 
to create a sustainable and socially responsible business model.

After being struck by multiple sclerosis, Bozich realised that 
there was more to life than making money and winning 
market share. Through his Alta Gracia brand, Bozich now pays 
his factory workers in the Dominican Republic a living wage — 
more than three times the Dominican minimum — and allows 
his employees to unionise, ensuring safe working conditions 
and leave entitlements.

Bozich told the audience that, far from a “high-minded 
experiment” as the New York Times had described it, the 
venture was grounded in a desire to effect tangible change 
in an industry often associated with exploitation. Eighteen 
months down the track, he said support from suppliers and 
customers across the United States has proven that profit and 
purpose need not be mutually exclusive.

The speech was aired on A-PAC and ABC TV’s Big Ideas and 
Bozich was also featured on Sky Business, SBS TV and Radio, 
ABC Radio National, Radio 2GB, and in The Australian.

PRoSPectS foR Peace in the 
aSia-Pacific

The Chinese leadership transition, geopolitical tensions in the 
South China Sea, and the effects of global economic instability 
were all on the table as former US director of national 
intelligence Admiral Dennis C. Blair gave a special public 
address for the Centre at the University of Sydney.

In a candid conversation with former Australian minister for 
defence and Centre professor Robert Hill, Blair described 
the US–China relationship as the region’s most important 
dynamic. Challenging prominent Australian academic Hugh 
White’s view of the need to choose between China or America 
as power shifts in the region, Blair said prioritising national 
security meant that the Australia–US relationship should 
remain our key relationship. 

Joe Bozich in conversation with Margaret Levi 2012 Annual Report  31 
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Stability in the region, he said, rested on how China chooses 
to engage with the world, and that a more nuanced foreign 
policy with a focus on building multilateral relationships would 
be more productive than a Cold War–era mentality of fighting 
for “primacy.”

While in Australia, Blair also made media appearances on ABC 
Radio’s PM program, Radio Australia, ABC’s Planet America, 
Australia Network’s Newsline, SBS World News Australia, and 
in The Sydney Morning Herald.

SUPPoRting cRoSS-cUltURal 
collaboRation

The Centre supported a number of arts and cultural events, 
both in Australia and the US. 

In August, the Centre co-hosted a symposium on Abstract 
Expressionism as part of a major exhibition at the National 
Gallery of Australia in Canberra. Convened by Centre 
professor of art history Roger Benjamin, the symposium 
brought together Australian and American experts to discuss 
the lasting impact of the movement today. 

Again in 2012, the Centre supported the Edward Albee 
Scholarship, which offers an Australian playwright a month-
long residency in New York. Awarded this time to Queensland 
writer Maxine Mellor, she said the opportunity inspired her to 
create better, bolder, and more far-reaching work.

Partnering with the Biennale of Sydney, the Centre also 
supported the work of a number of American artists exhibiting 
at the festival. Vietnamese-American artist Binh Danh and 
Native American collective Postcommodity both took part in 
a panel discussion on Memory, Place, and Diaspora hosted 

by the Centre. The event explored the nexus between 
Australian and American experiences of the Vietnam War and 
the eradication of indigenous cultures, opening the door to 
greater understanding and collaboration in the future.

anceStRal moDeRn

The Seattle Art Museum exhibited more than 100 Australian 
Aboriginal artworks from the collection of the Centre’s 
chair in US politics Margaret Levi and her husband Robert 
Kaplan. The exhibition, titled Ancestral Modern, ran from 
May to September and was accompanied by a companion 
book exploring the importance and evolution of indigenous 
Australian art. Opened by Australian ambassador to the 
US Kim Beazley AC, the cross-cultural event was very well 
received, with the Seattle Times describing the exhibition as an 
immersion in “a culture that lives through its art with force, 
subtlety, and thoroughness.”

2012 
eventS

8000 
ATTENDEES

99 
EVENTS

42 
PARTNERED 

EVENTS

thoUght leaDeRShiP

Mitjili Napanangka Gibson, Wilkinkarra, 2007 
Image Courtesy of the Seattle Art Museum

Admiral Dennis C. Blair
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fUtURe DiRectionS
2013 And Beyond

The US Studies Centre has had a remarkable first five years. In 
consultation with the board, management leadership, staff, 
and other stakeholders, I have put forward a plan for the next 
phase of growth for the Centre. You will see this unfolding in 
three key areas.

First, we will continue to strengthen our role as a national 
resource for insight and understanding on America. This 
will involve communication through the full spectrum of 
traditional, web-based, and social media platforms, as 
well as ongoing public outreach activities interstate. I am 
especially looking forward to making a number of visits with 
government, academic, and civil society counterparts in all the 
Australian state capitals over the course of 2013.

2013 will see us significantly expand our study abroad and 
internship program in the US — already arguably the best 
program in Australia. With the opening of the program 
to students through our new partnership with the Perth 
USAsia Centre at the University of Western Australia (UWA), 
we expect over the coming year to send more than 150 of 
Australia’s brightest young people to study and intern in Los 
Angeles and Washington DC.

And very importantly, our work in establishing the Perth 
USAsia Centre at UWA marks another new step forward. 
Partnering with our colleagues in Perth, we will open the 
search for the first CEO, identify and engage a growing list of 
affiliated researchers, exchange scholars and visiting experts, 
and plan joint research and outreach activities — in short, the 
way ahead shows great promise as this exciting initiative takes 
shape at UWA.

Second, we will strengthen our academic and research 
program in a number of ways. We recently established a 
Visiting Fellows program which will see up to ten highly 
accomplished American Studies scholars come from abroad 
in 2014 — primarily from the United States — to research, 
write, and interact with Australian students and academic 
colleagues. Moreover, we aim to expand our faculty, course 
offerings, and think-tank work to examine such topics as the 

American economic, business, and financial climate, US–China 
relations and their implications for Australia and other allies in 
Asia, as well as Australian and US approaches to social impact 
investing and other forms of philanthropy. 

Another new project will examine the ongoing atomisation of 
news sources, and the impact this has on an informed citizenry 
and democratic governance. Conceived by Centre visiting 
professor and national correspondent for The Atlantic James 
Fallows, this work will feature a very high-profile event at the 
Sydney Opera House in November with prominent experts 
drawn from the US and around the world.

Third, we will make further strides toward our goal of being 
the best centre for understanding America outside of America. 
In addition to bolstering our relations with other leading 
American Studies institutions in Asia and Europe, this will also 
mean deepening our connections with the US by establishing 
an office there in 2013. Through this, our insights and ideas 
will gain a higher profile through publications and in media 
throughout Asia, Europe, and the US.

It makes for a very dynamic and expansive agenda for the 
coming months and years, and I very much look forward to 
working with the Centre’s staff and stakeholders old and new 
as we move into this exciting new phase.
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aboUt US

Malcolm Binks AO (Chair) 
Chairman of the American Australian Association

David Anstice (Deputy Chair) 
Former Senior Executive at Merck & Co., Inc

Lucy Turnbull AO (Deputy Chair) 
Former Lord Mayor of Sydney

John Brumby 
Former Premier of Victoria

Chris Eccles 
Director General of the New South Wales Department of 
Premier and Cabinet 

Stephen Garton 
Provost and Deputy Vice-Chancellor of the University of 
Sydney

Bates Gill 
Chief Executive Officer of the United States Studies Centre

Kevin McCann AM 
Chairman of Origin Energy Limited and Chairman of 
Macquarie Group Australia

Linda Bardo Nicholls AO 
Chairman of KDR

John Olsen AO 
Deputy Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of the American 
Australian Association

Dennis Richardson AO 
Secretary of the Department of Defence

Joseph Skrzynski AO 
Managing Director of CHAMP Private Equity

Ezekiel Solomon AM 
Senior Partner of Allens

Michael Thawley AO 
Former Australian Ambassador to the United States

John bRUmbY JoinS centRe boaRD

The Centre has welcomed the appointment of former 
Premier of Victoria, the Honourable John Brumby to its 
Board of Directors.

Brumby was premier of Victoria between 2007 and 
2010 and has held a number of positions at all levels of 
government including as Victorian treasurer, minister 
for innovation, leader of the opposition and federal 
member for Bendigo.

Since retiring from politics, Brumby has served on a 
number of boards and holds a joint appointment to 
both the Melbourne and Monash Universities as a 
vice-chancellor’s professorial fellow.

BoARd oF diReCtoRs 
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CounCil oF AdVisoRs

Mark Johnson AO (Co-Chair) 
Chairman of the Australian Financial Centre Task Force

Robert Joss (Co-Chair) 
Dean Emeritus of the Graduate School of Business at Stanford 
University

Richard Armitage 
Founder of Armitage International

Maria Atkinson AM 
Former Global Head of Sustainability at Lend Lease

Michael Baume AO 
Former diplomat and federal minister

Kim Beazley AC 
Australian Ambassador to the United States

Gina Despres 
Former Senior Vice President of Capital Research and 
Management

Stephen Fitzgerald 
Former Chairman of Goldman Sachs Australia and New 
Zealand

Fleur Harlan 
Trustee of the Manhattan Institute

Bob Hawke AC 
Former Prime Minister of Australia

John Howard AC 
Former Prime Minister of Australia

Jim Johnson 
Businessman and Democratic Party strategist

Roy Krzywosinski 
Managing Director of Chevron Australia

Andrew Liveris 
President, Chairman, and Chief Executive Officer of Dow 
Chemical

Michael McRobbie AO 
President of Indiana University

Lachlan Murdoch 
Chairman of Illyria

Don Nutbeam 
Vice-Chancellor of the University of Southampton

Judy Olian 
Dean of the UCLA Anderson School of Management

Anthony Pratt 
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of Pratt Industries

Stephen Roberts 
Chief Executive Officer of Citi Australia

Thomas Schieffer 
Former US Ambassador to Australia and Japan

Michael Spence 
Vice-Chancellor of the University of Sydney

aboUt US
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Michael Hiscox (Chair) 
Clarence Dillon Professor of International Affairs at Harvard 
University

Margaret Levi (Ex-Officio) 
Chair in US Politics and Director of Research and Research 
Training at the US Studies Centre, and Bacharach Professor of 
International Studies at the University of Washington

Brendon O’Connor (Ex-Officio) 
Associate Professor in American Politics and Director of 
Teaching and Learning at the US Studies Centre

Dennis Altman AM 
Professorial Fellow in Human Security at La Trobe University

Nigel Bowles 
Director of the Rothermere American Institute at the University 
of Oxford

Deborah Brennan 
Professor at the Social Policy Research Centre at the University 
of New South Wales

Alex Frino 
Chief Executive Officer of the Capital Markets Cooperative 
Research Centre at the University of Sydney

Paul Giles 
Challis Chair of English at the University of Sydney

Faye Ginsburg 
Director of the Center for Media, Culture and History at New 
York University

Lawrence Gostin 
Professor of Global Health Law at the Georgetown University 
Law Center

John Higley 
Director of the Center for Australian and New Zealand Studies 
at the University of Texas at Austin

Helen Irving 
Professor of Law at the Sydney Law School

Simon Jackman 
Professor of Political Science at Stanford University

Andrew MacIntyre 
Dean of the College of Asia and the Pacific at the Australian 
National University

Don Markwell 
Executive Director of the Menzies Research Centre

Toby Miller 
Distinguished Professor of Media and Cultural Studies at the 
University of California, Riverside

Yuan Ming 
Director of the Institute of International Relations at Peking 
University

Gary Segura 
Professor of American Politics at Stanford University

Andrew Stoler 
Former Executive Director of the Institute for International 
Trade at the University of Adelaide

Bruce Western 
Director of the Multidisciplinary Program in Inequality and 
Social Policy at Harvard University

Shane White 
Challis Professor of American History at the University of 
Sydney

inteRnAtionAl ACAdemiC AdVisoRy Committee

aboUt US
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CentRe stAFF

chief execUtive officeR

Bates Gill, Chief Executive Officer and Professor of Politics

PRofeSSoRS

Howard Bamsey AM, Adjunct Professor in Climate Change 
and Energy Security

Roger Benjamin, Professor of Art History

Edward Blakely, Honorary Professor in Urban Policy and 
disaster recovery expert

Lyn Carson, Honorary Professor and Professor in Applied 
Politics at the University of Sydney Business School

Murray Goot, Visiting Professor and ARC Australian 
Professorial Fellow at Macquarie University

Robert Hill AC, Adjunct Professor in Sustainability and former 
Chairman of Low Carbon Australia 

Michael Hiscox, Visiting Professor and Clarence Dillon 
Professor of International Affairs at Harvard University

Simon Jackman, Visiting Professor and Professor of Political 
Science at Stanford University

Margaret Levi, Chair in US Politics and Director of 
Research and Research Training, and Bacharach Professor of 
International Studies at the University of Washington

Susan Pond AM, Adjunct Professor in Sustainability

Russell Trood, Adjunct Professor in Defence and Security

aSSociate PRofeSSoRS

Brendon O’Connor, Associate Professor in American Politics 
and Director of Teaching and Learning

ReSeaRch aSSociateS

John Ahlquist, Assistant Professor at the University of 
Wisconsin-Madison

Thomas Barlow, Research strategist specialising in science 
and technological innovation

John Barron, Journalist and American election commentator

Sandy Burgoyne, Project Manager, Urban Environments

James Curran, Research Associate in the History of the 
Australia–US Alliance

Leah Farrall, Research Associate in Counter Terrorism

Sean Gallagher, Researcher specialising in American higher 
education

Pete Hatemi, Researching the neurobiological mechanisms of 
social and political behaviours

Nicole Hemmer, Research Associate

Andrea Koch, Project Manager, Soil Carbon Initiative

Rebecca Nelson, Lead Researcher, Comparative Groundwater 
Law and Policy Program at Stanford University

Marc Palen, Research Associate

Jamie Pittock, Lead Researcher, Climate–Energy–Water Nexus 
project

Nina Silove, Researcher specialising in US grand strategy

Tom Switzer, Editor of American Review

lectUReRS

Adam Lockyer, Lecturer in US Politics and Foreign Policy

Jane Park, Lecturer in Contemporary American Media

aboUt US
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Rebecca Sheehan, Lecturer in US History

David Smith, Lecturer in American Politics and Foreign Policy

affiliateD acaDemicS

Rowena Braddock, Lecturer, The American City

Bruce Isaacs, Lecturer, American Film and Hollywood

Kurt Iveson, Senior Lecturer, The American City

David Johnstone, Lecturer, US Financial Institutions and 
Culture

Martijn Konings, Lecturer, US Economic Policy and 
Regulation

Harry Melkonian, Lecturer, US Constitution

Michael Ondaatje, Lecturer, US Politics: Competing Centres 
of Power

Stephen Robertson, Lecturer, Key Issues in American Culture

Rodney Taveira, Lecturer, American Foundations 

Michael Thompson, Lecturer, American Exceptionalism

Ian Tyrrell, Lecturer, American Exceptionalism

tUtoRS

Gorana Grgic, PhD candidate in International Relations at the 
University of Sydney

Lauren Haumesser, MPhil candidate in American History at 
the US Studies Centre and University of Sydney

Malcolm Jorgensen, PhD candidate in US Foreign Policy and 
International Law at the US Studies Centre

aDminiStRative

Susan Beale, Web and Communications Manager

Jonathan Bradley, Media Officer

Amber D’Souza, Director of Admissions and Marketing

Nina Fudala, Director of Media

Sean Gallagher, Chief Operating Officer

Melissa Grah-McIntosh, Director of Events and Project 
Management

Max Halden, Media Officer

Annabel McGilvray, Alliance 21 Communications Director

Kathryn McNulty, Events Assistant

Nicole Phillips, Office Coordinator and Executive Assistant

Craig Purcell, Human Resources Manager

Cindy Tang, Finance Manager

Amelia Trial, Student Affairs Officer

Tara Wolfson, Events Coordinator

StUDent ambaSSaDoRS

Timothy Blomfield, Bachelor of Economics

Patrick Desmond, Bachelor of Commerce (Liberal Studies)

aboUt US
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united stAtes studies CentRe
ACN: 122 586 341 
ABN: 85 122 586 341

Summary of the Financial Report for the year ended 31 December 2012

The following information has been extracted from the United States Studies Centre’s Audited Financial Statements for the year 
ended 31 December 2012. 

ReVenue
The Centre continues to grow non-member sources of revenue. Teaching and training revenue has increased significantly with 
more than 1,200 students enrolled in Centre courses and the launch of the new UCLA Study Abroad program. 

In 2012, the Centre received grants from the Australian and New South Wales governments as well as corporate partners 
Chevron, Dow Chemical Company Foundation, ConocoPhillips, GE, Pratt Foundation, News Corporation, Morgan Stanley, and 
Raytheon to develop think tank programs.

expendituRe
In 2012, more than 80 per cent of the Centre’s expenditure was directed towards strategic outcomes (teaching, research and 
outreach activities). Spending on research and analysis has increased significantly due to increased think tank activities.

financial RePoRt

  2012 2011 
  $ $

 Teaching & Training 1,796,297 1,805,583 

 Research & Analysis 4,276,287 3,448,909 

 Outreach & Events 1,790,686 2,118,646  

 Administration 1,899,695 1,888,936  

 TOTAL ExPENDITURE 9,762,965 9,262,074

19% 19%
20%20%

37%
23%

44%

18%

Teaching & Training

Research & Analysis

Outreach & Events

Administration
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Statement of comprehensive income for the year ended 31 December 2012

  2012 2011 
  $ $ 

 Revenue from continuing operations 10,038,789 9,209,356 

 Expenses from continuing operations 9,762,965 9,262,074 

 OPERATING RESULT FOR THE PERIOD 275,824 (52,718)

Statement of financial position as at 31 December 2012

  2012 2011 
  $ $ 
ASSETS   

 Current assets 6,586,187 6,139,476 

 Non-current assets – – 

 TOTAL ASSETS 6,586,187 6,139,476 

LIABILITIES   

 Current liabilities 1,640,311 1,469,424 

 TOTAL LIABILITIES 1,640,311 1,469,424 

NET ASSETS 4,945,876 4,670,052 

EqUITY   

 Retained earnings 4,945,876 4,670,052 

 TOTAL EqUITY 4,945,876 4,670,052

RetAined eARnings
The Centre had a surplus during 2012; retained earnings 
increased to $4.95M which will be directed towards growth 
in following years.

unusuAl ACtiVity
During the period covered by this report, there was no 
unusual activity evident in either Income or Expenditure.

NOTE: Full copies of the Audited Financial Statements are available on request; please contact the Company Secretary.

financial RePoRt
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PaRtneRS & SUPPoRteRS
American Australian Association
American Chamber of Commerce
American Enterprise Institute for Public Policy Research
Asia Foundation
Australian Consulate-General in Los Angeles
Australian Government
Australian Industry Group
Australian National University Research School of Asia and 
the Pacific
Australian National University Water Initiative
Australian Strategic Policy Institute
Biennale of Sydney
Boeing Australia
Bureau of Resources and Energy Economics
Cappello Capital Corp. 
Castle Harlan, Inc.
Chevron
City of Santa Monica
CNN International
Congressman Paul Cook
Congressman Peter Roskam
ConocoPhillips
Consulate General of the United States, Perth
Consulate General of the United States, Sydney
Councilman Tommy Wells
CSIRO
Cultural Tourism DC
David Anstice
DC Office of Planning
Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade
Department of Resources, Energy and Tourism
Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet
Destination NSW
Dow Chemical Company
Downtown Business Improvement District
East-West Center
Embassy of Australia, Washington DC
Embassy of the United States, Canberra
Energy Efficiency Council
Faculty of Agriculture and Environment at the University of 
Sydney
Faculty of Architecture, Design and Planning at the University 
of Sydney
Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences at the University of Sydney
GE International
GlobalGiving
Government of Western Australia

Grattan Institute
Guggenheim Partners, LLC
Harvard Business School
Harvard University
Institute for International Finance
International Economic Development Council
International Urban Planning and Environment Association
Larrikin Entertainment
Maritime Australia 
McCafferty & Company
Morgan Stanley
National Gallery of Australia
National Institute for Experimental Arts
New South Wales Trade and Investment
New York University, Sydney
News Corporation
Pacific Council on International Policy
Pratt Foundation
Qantas
Raytheon
Regional Australia Institute
ROAR Asia-Pacific
Seattle Art Museum
Senator James Inhofe
Senator Tim Scott
Sidley Austin LLP
Sony DADC
Stanford Woods Institute for the Environment
Sustainable Business Australia
Sydney Ideas
Sydney Law School at the University of Sydney
Sydney Opera House
Terra Foundation for American Art
The Bill Lane Center for the American West at Stanford 
University
The Turnbull Foundation
The University of Sydney
The University of Sydney Business School
The University of Western Australia
The Warren Centre for Advanced Engineering
Tourism and Events Queensland
Tourism Australia
University of California, Los Angeles
University of California, Los Angeles Extension
University of California, Washington Center
US Department of State
Virgin Australia



the united stAtes studies CentRe

miSSion
Our mission is to increase understanding of the 
United States in Australia and around the world. 

Spanning the study of politics and policy,  
economics and business, and culture and society, 
the core activities of the Centre include:

�Q Postgraduate degrees and undergraduate 
teaching

�Q Academic research and research training

�Q Policy analysis and commentary

�Q Business leadership forums

�Q Public education and community outreach.

viSion
Our ambition is to become the leading institution 
outside America for the study of the United States.

Our principal objectives are to:

�Q Undertake analysis, research, and teaching of the 
highest quality

�Q Be the international hub for the study of the 
United States

�Q Build networks with pre-eminent American 
institutions and scholars.

ContACt

United States Studies Centre 
Institute Building (H03), City Rd 
The University of Sydney NSW 2006 
T: +61 2 9351 7249 
E: us-studies@sydney.edu.au 
W: ussc.edu.au

ABN: 85 122 586 341 
CRICOS Provider No. 00026A


